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This project, will attempt to identify as many Arabic fonts as possible and develop a
grouping system similar to the basic system used in ISO 9541-1 (International Standard
Organization). Fonts will be classified according to their visual design in a three-level
hierarchical structure. The highest level of this hierarchy is the class the most general
level. Each class is divided into subclasses the second level of this grouping system.
Subclasses are divided into groups the third level and the most specific level. The
purpose is to cover as many design variations as possible within the same class.
I will compare the elements in my grouping systemwith the ones in the ISO 9541-1, and
establish a relationship between the two systems. The result of this comparison can be
utilized in any multi-lingual printing and publishing job usingArabic and any of the




Any corporate, or commercial publishing company that is involved in bi-lingual, (Ara
bic and Latin) printing or publishing would benefit from this project. Many interna
tional corporations do their own printing inhouse. A good portion of their typesetting
can be multi-writing script, combinedwith a single writing script other than their own.
The printed material can include owner's technical manuals, annual reports and techni
cal documents. The two languages are usually presented side by side providing the same
information accurately to their different customers.
In theMiddle-East, consumer publishing, newspaper, magazine, and book publishing,
combines Arabic text with English or French in advertisements and text.
Commercial publishing and printing companies in theMiddle East do a lot ofbi-lingual
letterheads, business cards, business forms, checks, and stationery. Tradition dictates
companies withMiddle Eastern andWestern customers, have their business stationery
printed in English, or French, in addition toArabic, preferably printed side by side.
I- HYPOTHESIS
Today, in the Arab world, Arabic is the official and most used language, English and
French are the two important secondary languages. English or Frenchwhen combined
withArabic is done to achieve communications with western countries. In book
and journal publishing, Latin characters are used for proper names andmathematical
formulae.
{1}
In advertising design, English, or French, combined withArabic is used to advertise
western products. Newspaper and magazine publishers, combine the Arabic and Latin
language extensively.
In technical publishing, users manuals, for example, graphics are used alongwith the
two languages French and English (figure 2). In the financial publishing, all documents
have to be printed in two languages side by side, Arabic and English, orArabic and
French.
According to the Seybold
Report' l)
, many vendors are interesed in marketing Arabic
fonts for the following reasons:
Business Opportunity
The Arabic countries represent a huge, nearly untapped market. As the traditional
markets served by major type face vendors (primarilyNorth America and Europe)
expand more slowly, it is logical to look elswhere for new markets. In the Arab world
alone, this is an immense, long-range opportunity.
Increased literacy
In order to survive and prosper in an increasingly complex world, the less developed
countries are working to increase literacy among their citizens. The greater the number
ofpeople that can read, the greater the demand for printed material.
Changing Technology
Perhaps the most important factor for the increased interest in the Arabic typeface
market is that the typesetting technology of today, is particularly appropriate to meeting
the requirements ofsettingArabic. Digital typesetting provides an easier way than
phototypesetting to generate the variety
of characters required inArabic typefaces. In
addition, low-cost input and composition workstations have made it easier for
less-
developed countries to purchase and use this equipment.
{2}
Many software programs on the market make it easierwhen the user wants to combine
Arabicwhich uses a (right-to-left) mode with Englishwhich uses (left-to-right) mode.
At present, none of the software programs are designed to help the user determine
which Arabic font would have same visual structure or appearance and
"feel"
as a
selectedWestern language font, or vice versa.
The creation of sophisticated documents, designing professional bi-lingual advertise
ments, or typesetting bi-lingual text, is not done as well in Arab countries, as it is in the
West. Electronic publishing technology is not as well developed in the Middle-East.
However, once this technology is acquired and used in the Arab world, users will be
confronted with the wide variety ofoptions available such as text and graphics manipu
lation. Unfortunately, not one electronic publishing system, desk-top, workstation, or
mainframe, is friendly enough to select the typeface compatabilities of the different
languages (figures 1-7; pps 4-8).
II- METHODOLOGY
The first step is to collect samples of as manyArabic typefaces as are available in the
market. Second step is to develop a grouping system similar to the basic system used in
&ie ISO 9541-1, and identify the characteristics of each group. Third step is to match
the Arabic samples to samples from the ISO 9541-1 for visual or
"feel"
comparability.
Fourth step is to cross-map myArabic grouping systemwith the ISO 9541-1 grouping
system. Fifth step, ifpossible, is to administer the final result to professional typeface
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Figure 1: An example of a letterhead used in Lebanon. Arabic and French types printed side by side.
The designer used a non compatable Arabic font with the Latin font. The Arabic font is semi-bold with a
lot ofunnecesary ornaments, in addition to its long ascender , where as the Latin font is Black with short
ascenders. The best Arabic font equivalant to the Latin font would be Letraset Kufi Display (see sample
under the group 2.1.7 in the proposed Arabic grouping system) .
{4}
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Figure 2: This page
is taken from an
owner's manual
printed in Japan and
distributed in the
Middle East. Graphic
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Figure 3: Another
page taken from the
same manual. This
time there are three
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Figure 4: A typical business card used by an Arab business




Figure 5: Even the currency, in the Arabic countries, is printed in two languages. In this example,
Lebanese currency printed in French and Arabic.
{6}
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Figure 6: This reduced photocopy o/ a magazine ad is a
good example of how combining multi-languages
is used in the advertising business.
{7}
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Figure 7: This is a copy of a page taken from a textbook published in Lebanon. This book is
about the history of the Arabic sciences. The important thing on this page is that the author
used French terminologies in order to explain some Arabic statements
{8}
Footnotes for Chapter I
( 1 ) Sybold Report on Publishing Systems.
Volum 18, Number 5, p.19
{9}
Chapter II
Arabic Script Characteristics (2)
Arabic is written from right to left, top down, while numbers are ordered from left to
right (highest order digit to the left).
From anArabic script point of view, we can place Arabic characters in two distinct
groups:
Group A : Characters in this group can be connected to the preceding character,
but does not allow connection to the following one, causing the word to be divided
into two, or more parts ( j j > ).
Group B : Characters in this group can be connected to the following characters, as
well as the preceding one ( ^ ^ ^ ).
Arabic characters may have different shapes (up to four) depending on the position in
the word (see table 1, p 12).
1. Initial: When it starts a word or preceded by one of the groupA characters.
2. Medial: Only characters ofgroup B when they are in the middle of the word
or part of a word.
3. Terminal: Last character of a word or part of a word.
4- Independent of position: Or, free standing shape, when the character is written
in free standing format, or at the end of a word and preceded by one of the group A
characters.
Some characters are combined to form a ligature. The most commonly used ligature is
the joining of the Arabic character Lam ( J ) andAlef ( I ) to form the ligature
Lirnakf(j) ).
{10}
The concept ofhyphenation does not exist inArabic writing. Breaking the cursive
appearance of a word is as writing enor. In printing and office environments, line-end
adjustment, is made by the extensive use of the character
"Tamdeed,"
which is simply
the elongation of the connection between two connected characters.
"Tamdeed"
can
occur in any position of the word.
In western languages, numbers or figures are represented byArabic digits (1234567890).
InArabic, Hindi digits (
?VVofcH i) are used to represent the numbers.
InArabic special characters are used, as inmost Latin languages, but due to the orienta
tion changes some of these characters have different interpretations.We can group the
special characters into two categories:
1. Grammatical characters, the comma, the intenogation mark and the semi-colon,
have different shape representations inArabic ( S 0
2. Due to the fact that Arabic reads from right to left, "open parenthesis", is inter
preted in Arabic as "close
parenthesis,"
the direction has an opposite meaning in
Arabic. This reversal applies for all directional characters andmathematical signs.
Ifphonetic sounds are to be added, they are indicated by the addition of signs above or
below the consonants which they follow. ( ,
fat'
ha) signifies a, (j> ) da; (^ , kasra)
signifies i, (> ) di; ( , damma) signifies u or o, ( 5) du. Other signs are: ( , scoun) indi
cating the absence of a vowel; ( , shadda) indicating that a consonant is to be doubled.
( , hamza) signifies rising and falling vowell in tonation. ( ,<wasla) sign appearing
above the alif, without phonetic value. ( , madda) extended vowel stress. Sign intensi
fying short vowels. Sign intensifying short vowels and representing a form of inflection.
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{12}
Footnotes for Chapter ll
(2) Elsaleh, Amin; Computer Processing and Transmission of the Arabic Language.
ISO/IECJTC1/SC18/WG8N676.




History of The Arabic Script
THE REASONS BEHIND THE POPULARITY OF THE ARABIC SCRIPT
"Wherever the Arabs went they took their language, their religion and their script, and
in fact all three are still widely spread throughout the region of their original conquests.
Today, there are some 300 million people who speakArabic, and some 800 million
Moslems, whose bible is the Arabic Koran. The Koran was composed byMohammed in
a language which, previously unrecorded, suddenly displays itself in all its perfection,
with its flexibility and its infinite richness so completely developed that from that time
to this it has undergone no important
change."(4)
THE ORIGINAL FOUR ARABIC SCRIPTS
Kufic Script
The earliest manuscripts of the Koran were written in Kufic script, which takes its name
from the town ofKufa, in Iraq, the seat of a famous Moslem school, The Kufic School.
Kufic is a monumental script, and its straight lines make it suitable for carving on stone
or in metal. It is often seen in inscriptions on the walls ofmosques, and on coins.
Maghrihi Script
A variety ofKufic known as
"Maghribi"
orWestern was developed by the Moslem
people ofWest andNorth Africa, including Tangiers andMorocco, in the 10th century.
Maghribi is known for its free flow and open curves. Its vertical and down strokes are




More suited for writing on paper, because it is easy to read and write. It is a cursive script





AThuluth is a variation ofNaskh. It is composed of the large letters ofNaskh as they
were used for the titles ofbooks and the headings of chapters. It is widely used for orna
mental and ceremonial purposes.
%&%m&mm:
THE FOREIGN INFLUENCE ON THE ARABIC SCRIPT
The Arabic alphabet is the primary language inmore than 20 countries. Arabic itself,
Persian, Malay, Urdu, and Poshto, all use theArabic alphabet. Arabic is the official
language of theMoslem religion, and literacy in Islam is mandatory.
{15}
Persian
Persian uses the same letters and vowels forArabic, with the additional of four charac
ters: cj p, gch, j zh, jfg. (see table 2, p 17)
North-West Africa
The portion ofNorthernAfrica that extends from Egypt to theAtlantic, comprising of
Libya, Tunisia, Algeria andMorocco, is known inArabic asMaghrib or "West". Here
writing and the printing ofArabic developed certain peculiar characteristics. Although
many of these characters are no longer used, there are still four letters in common use
which are lacking in standard Arabic. Of these (c_--> ) and (g ) also occur in Persian.
The two following letters are peculiar to theMaghrib area: (l)initial J> , medial Ja^,
final Jij ; (2) initial -J , medial U , final <> (see table 2, p 17)
Pashto or Afghan
When the Afghans wrote their language usingArabic characters, they found that they
required further characters to represent sounds not found inArabic or Persian.
They added the followings: <j t,
P"
dz, J? ts, -^ d, J r, j jz,^ kh, ^Jg, Q n.
(see table 2, p 17)
Malay
Three new characters have been added to the Arabic alphabet in order to represent
typicalMalay sounds. These are f n,
cJ p, a n. (see table 2, p 17)
Urdu
The sounds ofUrdu are not competely represented by the Arabic alphabets; in particu
lar the sounds t, d and r are of common occunence inUrdu but not inArabic or Per
sian. To express them, new letters were created by adding the symbol
(see table 2, p 17)
{16}
Region Sound Stand-Alone Initial Medial Terminal
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Footnotes for Chapter III
(4) Languages of theWorld; The Monotype Recorder.
Volume 42, Number 4, Summer 1963.
{18}
Chapter IV
Trends of The Arabic Typefaces Families
To understand the Arabic typeface and its design, it is very important to study the
history of the Arabic calligraphy or to be more accurate, Islamic calligraphy; since
models for type came from the Persians, and the Turks.
Moslems got more interested in the calligraphy, since the beginning of Islam. It was a
way of showing the glory of the holy book, the Koran. They carved chapters from the
Koran on the mosque walls and in holy places.With the expansion of Islam into many
countries in the region, many people became interested in learning to read and write the
Islam language. Some people, Persians and Turks, went beyond that and tried to have
control over one of the
Arabs'
most respected asset, their language. Since then artists
had started working on designing different Arabic type families.
"Moslem historiographic is basically genealogical in approach, classifying calligraphy
according to the form of the origin and the one. These historians and chroniclers display
in discouraging detail the genealogy of the calligraphers for every style, a mass ofdetail
without any synthesis. No doubt there still exist innumerable treatises on calligraphy,
but they constitute the backing for an orally transmitted teaching, and this reduces their
actual scope. Some styles have changed their names or have merged with others no
longer in existence. From one country to another, from one epoch to another, typologies
and nomenclatures undergo transformations which baffle the contemporary researcher.
The major typology is based on six styles. These are: Kufic, Naskhi, Andalusian
Maghribi, Riq'a, Diwani, and Ta'liq (or
Farsi)." (5)
KUFIC
"With the beginning of Islam, Kufic was the dominant script, and was reproduced
according to the craftsman's
procedure. It is an irrepressible style, lending itself to the
{19}
most testing transformation. Its magnificent geometrical construction, based on angular
elements, could be adapted to any space and to any material, from a simple square of silk
to the fabulous monuments left by Timur at Samarkand.
"(6)
NASKHI
Naskhi owes its name to its stenographic style. During the epoch of the Abbasids, it
served equally well for transcription of texts translated from Syriac, Greek, Persian, or
Indian languages.
"Naskhi absorbed a wide range ofdisciplines, and influenced the style ofTurkish and
Persian scripts. It is nearly always written with short horizontal stems, and with almost
equal vertical depth above and below the medial line. The curves are full and deep, the




In theWestern part of the Muslim empire the evolution ofKufic took a new direction.
At first there was a noticeable rounding of the angles and a dramatic increase in the
depth of this sub-linear curves. From 10th century, this development spread to all
North-WestAfrica andMuslim Spain, introducing the so-calledMaghribi (Western)
Script, which was to acquire an elegance equal to the cursive script
of the East.
{20}
The characteristics ofMaghribi are its free flow and open curves, and its flourishes
extending deeply into the sub-linear area, even reaching and touching adjacent letters.
Its vertical and downstrokes are slightly curved to the left. All these characteristics give
Maghribi Script a unique quality of lightness and grace.
RIQ'A
Riq'a was invented by the Turks. It is rounded and densely structured script, with short
horizontal stems. It developed in a different direction, becomingmuch simplified. It is
today the preferced script for all sorts ofprinting and publishing throughout the Arab
world.
DIWANI
Diwani wasOttoman (Turkish) development, and was especially developed in the late
fifteenth century by IbrahimMunif, a Turkish caligrapher. It was later refined by another
famous Turkish caligrapher, Shayky Hamdullah, primarity for use in chancelleries. It is
excessively cursive and superstructured,
with its letters unconventionally joined to





The Ta'liq script was developed by the Persians from an early and little known Arabic
script called Firamuz. Ta'liq's development was particularly influenced by Riq'a to such
an extent that some Persian sources relate its derivation directly to Riq'a script. Al
though Ta'liq never gained great favor with the Arabs, it became the native type style
among the Persian, Indian, and the TurkishMoslems.
During the great epoch of the Abbasids, Abu Ali Mohamed Ibn Muqlah brought one of
the most important single development in the Atabic typography. IbnMuqlah, set
himself the task ofdesigning a cursive scriptwhichwould be at the same time beautiful
and perfectly proportioned
(8) He laid down a comprehensive system ofbasic typographic






IbnMuqlah was the first Calligrapher in the Islamic history to set some standards for the
type design. Standards can be based on, whenever a type designer wants to design a new
script or modify a previous one.
For this system, the rhombic dot was formed by pressing the pen diagonally on the paper
so that the length of the dot equal sides were the same as the width of the pen. The
standard alifwas a straight vertical stroke measuring a specific number of rhombic dots
placed vertex to vertex, and the number ofdots varied, according to style, from five to
seven; the standard circle had a radius equal to alif. Both standard alifand standard circle
were also used as basic geometric
Examples ofmeasuring letters by using rhombic dots
{23}
Footnotes for Chapter W
(5) The Splendour of Islamic Calligraphy
p. 154.
(6) The Splendour of Islamic Calligraphy
p. 156.
(7) Safdi, Yasin Hamid; Islamic Calligraphy
(New York, Thames and Hudson Inc.; 1987) p. 62
(8) Safdi, YasinHamid; Islamic Calligraphy
(New York, Thames and Hudson Inc.; 1987) p. 17
{24}
Chapter V
Proposed Arabic Typeface Grouping System
This grouping system is in harmony with The ISO 9541-1. This grouping system
reflects most of the Arabic fonts available in the market. Each group contains all
the fonts that share the the same characteristics, and to make it easy for the users
to set their priorities and give them a variety of options for substitutions
According to this grouping system, Arabic fonts are not considered to have serifs;
instead they have modified or decorated ends.
When comparing Arabic character design with a Latin character design, serifs are
not considered as much as the overall visual structure of the characters.
In bi-lingual printing and publishing, it is always important to consider the rule of
two (common terminology in the Middle East). The size of a Latin font has to be
two points greater then the Arabic one, because Arabic character design is based
on different standards than the Latin character design.
{25}
1.0.0 Jj I j.ii I j_^j I (Al Harf Al Moutadawal) Advertising class - These
typefaces appear to be created using a broad edge pen. They have pointed ends.
Typefaces in this class are most used in advertising, printing and publishing.
1.1.0 Publish subclass - Characters in this subclass have straight base lines and
least character curves in their subclass.
1.1.1 Broad Pen group - More straight lines, less curves, done with a broad edge
pen. This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (5.3.1) group.
( 1TC BOUTROS ADVERTISING )
( ITC BOUTROS CALLIGRAPHY )
!Lo|j AJ^jj
{ Letrasa ADVERTISERS NASKHI )
1.1.2 Broad Pen, Curved Base Line group - Characters in this group have more
curves in the lower side of the charactet base line (^h). This group reflects a
new ISO 9541-1 (5.3.4) group.






( Cimos NASKHI )
( Cimos JALAL)
( Compugraphic SIMPLIFIED ARABIC LIGHT)




tj_a 3 j^-j ^*J!
.1 linl'iall *Kij l_i_>ajl f-_jj 'H-bj (_fj]l <C-1 ; l-ill ,Jj9 (j)
i
I *- -ti t K . mj ..J^^rJl fr ^j J.l-vj ^jjl jjl -Cct-jUl ,ji ^1
1.1.3 Broad Pen, Bent Base Line group - Characters in this group have long
bent base line, which adds more value and beauty to the charactets. This group
reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (5.3.5) group.
( Cimos YAKOUB )
{27}
1.2.0 Traditional subclass - Typefaces in this subclass are characterized by
having free flow and formal presentation of the characters. They have more
curves and less straight lines.
1.2.1 Formal Black group - The characters are fat and have formal design. This







( Compugraphic TRADITIONAL ARABIC SCRIPT )
JbJudl ajJ\5w-- oUJj>- (1)1
( Lenaset NASKHI )
1.2.2 Modern black group - The characters are fat and have less formal design.
This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (6.2.2) group.






1.3.0 Informal subclass - Characters in this subclass are similar to the characters
in 1.2.0 except for the informal and simplified presentation of the characters.
1.3.1 Casual group - Free flow of the characters, similar to the handwriting. This
group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (6.1.2) group.
( Letmset ROKAA )
( ITC BOUTROS ROKAA )




1.3.2 Signature - The type designs of this group are close to the casual
handwriting more than anything else. The end of the characters have curved
extensions to make them look like signatures ( CLi ) This group reflects the
ISO 9541-1 (6.2.7) group.
( Lcrraset FAIRUZ )
{29}
1.4.0 Stress Variation subclass - These typefaces are used in headlines in
printing and publishing.
1.4.1 Classic Old Style group - Typefaces have formal presentation of the
Arabic Alphabets. This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (4.3.2) group.
( GULF ? )
jUftfJfitifQU&f
)Ui j 1 ii iii 4&9 -w t* **** <**" 9* **u*" tA J
( Compugraptuc OUSBOUH )
1.4.2 Contemporary group - Typefaces in this group have less curves and more
straight angles which reflect some contemporary design. This group reflects the




( Lerrasei AL-HARF AL 7ADID I )
( Lerroset CHANBOUR I )
( Lemuel RABIH )
w w ? ? ^^ ? ? ? ? ? ?
130}
1.5.0 Abbasid subclass - Long ascenders, long descenders, free flow, more curves,
and light; are the characteristics of this subclass.The original design was done
during the Abbasid epoch.
1.5.1 Abbasid I group - Characters in this group tend to have fine curves and less
straight lines. This group reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (4.2.3) group.
(Letroset THULUTH)
1.5.2 Abbasid II group
- Characters in this group tend to have diagonal lines
instead of curves ( J ). This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (4.2.2) group.
( Letroset BOUTROS THULUTH )
^^^^JOJ^'y^f^hfr^'^i^4
( Cimos THULUTH )
1.6.0 Oriental subclass - The types in this subclass are based on the contem
porary and modern design. The shape of the characters are far from Islamic or
Arabic architecture. The design of these types is influenced by the oriental
calligraphy.
1.6.1 Sharp Ends group - Straight base line in contrast with sharp pointed ends
is the main characteristic of this group.This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (5.5.4)
group.
( Compugraphic LAKHDAR )
<
K.*
.\jSi.l (jl .(_ijlia}l dK^ia tiyajl ,Cai ^^SJ iS^ $&
*r\,U\\^ ,_\\
( Letroset SIMPLIFIED NASKHI )
. 'at* * A A
(31)
1.6.2 Contemporary, Stress Variation group - Characters in this group have
unusual stress variation which was achieved by applying more pressure on the pen
when drawing the characters. Another unusual characteristic is the character
ending, some of them are pointed and some are flat (T , U>< This group reflects
the ISO 9541-1 (5.4.1) group.
( Letroset HADD )
1.6.3 Brush Design group - Characters in this group are designed with a brush.
They don't have a formal presentation of basic Arabic calligraphy. These type
designs are influenced by the Oriental calligraphy. This group reflects the ISO
9541-1 (6.3.5) group.
( Letroset AL HARF AL HORR )
jfrjUjUjX^z&i]
1.7.0 Script subclass - Typefaces in this subclass appear as handwriting.
1.7.1 Casual Script group
- Characters are well spaced and easy to read. This
group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (6.2.4) group.
( Cimos MODERN NASKHI SCRIPT )
( Cimos NASKH! SCRIPT )
( Cimos PERSIAN SCRIPT )
iA^Jaj L-ii4^fA_j jt^ }l
(32}
1.7.2 Casual Blackletters group - This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (3.4.2)
group.
( Cimos SUNBULY )
1.7.3 Complex Script group - Characters are inside each other and sometimes it
is hard to read the sentence. This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (6.1.1) group.
( Cimos MAGHREB1 SCRIPT )
( Cimos IDJAZA SCRIPT )
f Cimos DIWANI SCRIPT )
( Gmos THULUTH SCRIPT )
g&UjfCJ^cL^iAjoJ^
%0^^MM
1.8.0 Math Characters subclass - Characters in this subgroup represent the
ArabicMathematical symbols.
1.8.1 White group - The characters are thin. This group reflects a new ISO
9541-1 (3.4.5) group.
f Compugrapliic ARABIC MATH )
t^SJJ^JfcVrr^J^^oi^
{33}
1.9.0 Miscellaneous subclass - Typefaces in this subclass have the characteristics
of the class, but don't fit into any of the previous categories. This group reflects a
new ISO 9541-1 (5.5.6) group.
{ Letroset ZIBA)
( QAW1Y * )
*
? ? ? . . . A A A * ff
ljAJ1^\ j63ati JJLA
2.0.0 ^jjLjiJ I ^jj..JI (Al Harf Al Anawiin) Display class - Types in this
class have a distinguished straight lines and less curves. The base line is always
straight. The origin of this class design is the Koufi script. This script reflects the
Islamic architecture which still can be seen in mosques and religious places.
2.1.0 Old Style subclass - Characters in this subclass represent the original
design of the class.
2.1.1 Simplified with Concave Ends group
- Typefaces in this group have
concave ends, long ascenders, and short descenders. This group reflects a new
ISO 9541-1 (3.1.5) group.
(Letroset KUFICMEDIUM)
( CLASSIKH )
2.1.2 Simplified, Concave Ends with two Character Twist group
- Typefaces in
this group have concave ends, long ascenders, short descenders, and two
character twist. This group reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (3.1.6) group.
{34}
( Cimos MUSTASIMI )
2.1.3 Modified with Concave Ends group - Typefaces in this group have concave
ends, long ascenders, short descenders and modified lines especially the base line
( ->j instead of _j ). This group reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (3.1.7) group.
( Letroset ROYAL KOUFI )
>41 jtJjjrataIiiiH-U* L
2.1.4 Simplified with "Fish
Tail"
Ends group - Typefaces in this group have
"Fish
Tail"
ends, long ascenders , and short descenders. This group reflects a new
ISO 9541-1 (3.1.8) group.
( Compugrophic KUF1 )
2.1.5 Modified with "Fish
Tail"
Ends group - Typefaces in this group have "Fish
Tail"
ends, long ascenders, short descenders, and modified lines especially the base
line (v^ instead of mmm). This group reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (3.1.9) group.
( Cimos KUFI )
( MALIKA )





2.1.6 One character twist with "Fish
Tail"
Ends group
- Typefaces in this
group have "Fish
Tale"
ends, long ascenders, and one character twist. This group
reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (3.1.10) group.
( BOUTROS KUFI )
2.1.7 Display Old Style Black group - Typefaces in this group have "Fish
Tail"
ends, fat, short ascenders and descenders, in addition to its classic appearance.
This group reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (3.1.11) group.
( Letroset KUFI DISPLAY )
2.1.8 Display Modern Style Black group - Typefaces in this group have
concave ends, and represent a modern version of 2.1.7. This group reflects a new






2.2.0 Blackletters subclass - The design of typefaces in this subclass is based on
writing hands of calligraphers during the Islamic epoch.
2.2.1 Informal White group
- The characters are thin. This group reflects the
ISO 9541-1 (4.8.1) group.
( Cimos SOUFI )
{36}
2.2.2 Informal Extra Black group - The characters are fat. This group reflects
the ISO 9541-1 (3.1.2) group.
( Cimos KUFI SCRIPT )
&(^24%toUU$
2.3.0 Transitional subclass - Types in this subclass represent the simplified
version of the Old Style subclass.
2.3.1 Condensed group - Short ascenders, concave ends, and condensed are the
main characteristic of the characters in this group. This group reflects the ISO
9541-1 (5.2.1) group.
( ITC BOUTROS MODERN KUFI )
2.3.2 Stretched group
- long ascenders, short descenders, and pointed ends are











2.3.3 Simplified Condensed group - Characters in this group have short
ascenders, pointed ends in addition to the condensed character design. This
group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (4-9.1) group.
( ASRI HEADLINE * )
2.4.0 Contemporary Short Ascender subclass - Types in this subclass have short
ascenders, flat ends (sans serifs) and an overall contemporary design; i.e.
geometric shapes.




2.5.0 Contemporary Medium Ascender subclass - Characters in this subclass
have medium ascenders, flat ends (sans serifs), bold, and an overall contemporary
design; i.e. geometric shapes.
2.5.1 Black Monotone group





2.5.2 Extra Black Monotone group







2.5.3 Extra Black with Stress Variation group - This group reflects a new ISO
9541-1 (5.5.8) group.
( ZAITUN * )
l!ll Jfcf ulottll
2.5.4 Extra Black with Extra Stress Variation group - This group reflects a new
ISO 9541-1 (5.5.9) group.
( SHARJAH * )











II OO O OO OO || I jfr
4@JU LJIL^
2.5.7 Black, Round, Pointed Stem Ends group - This group reflects a new ISO
9541-1 (5.5.10) group.





2.5.8 Miscellaneous group - Typefaces in this group have the characteristics of
the class, but don't fit into any of the previous categories. This group reflects a
new ISO 9541-1 (5.4-8) group.
f SCARAB 76 * )
<LL'jiLi-c-llarijnnll jl
2.6.0 Contemporary Long Ascender subclass - Characters in this subclass have
long ascenders, flat ends (sans serifs), monotone (except 2.6.6), and an overall
contemporary design.










2.6.3 Modified Classic Medium group
- This group reflects the ISO 9541-1
(5.5.1) group.
( NEO-KUFl WITH ALTERNATE ASCENDERS )
j^yiji^Lyi
{40}
2.6.4 Modern, Black group - This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (6.2.3) group.
(MANAMA*
)
( MODER KUFI )
/l"il ml^/iild/nj^irJiyl
iu'\\j\
2.6.5 Black, Italic group - This group reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (5.4-5) group.
( OBLEEK * )
^\Jh;\,x\^\\
( Letroset NASIM MEDIUM )





2.6.7 Modern, Black, Relative Stress Variation group - This group reflects the










2.7.0 ExtraWhite Modern subclass - Characters in this subclass are some of the
reflection of the modern art schools. They are extra light, monotone, long
straight base lines, and have nothing to do with the Islamic art of calligraphy.
2.7.1 Sans Serif group - This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (5.4-3) group.
( Lerraset ANT1 )
v>^>>->g^^g
> " ,11
2.7.2 Serif group - This group reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (5.4-4) group.
( Letroset FALCON )
^-^oap^s^e^-1-1^-1Ll
2.8.0 Art Gallery subclass - Characters in this subclass are distorted to a level
that can't be used in printing or publishing. These typefaces could be seen on
large posters, or in art exhibits.
2.8.1 Monotone group















( Letroset CENTRAL )
A A
niniuijuprappju il
( Letroset TAHEER )
2.8.2 Monotone with rounded ends group - This group reflects the ISO 9541-1
(5.5.2) group.





2.8.3 Extra Distorted with some Stress Variations group - This group reflects a
new ISO 9541-1 (5.4-7) group.
( Letroset SALIM )
2.9.0 Machine Character I subclass - The design of the typefaces in this subclass
is influenced by the original OCR (Optical Character Recognition) design which
was first invented for computer reading only. The main characteristic of this
subclass is the stress variation; thick base line in contrast with thin ascender and
descender.
2.9.1 OCR group
- An Arabic version of the original Roman OCR design. This
group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (5.6.1) group.
( Letroset IBI )
{43}
2.9.2 Modified OCR group - Straight angles instead of curved ones. This group
reflects a new ISO 9541-1 (5.6.3) group.
( GABAL * )
^laaiaiallul
( LetrosetMOFID MAHDI )
2.9.3 Modern OCR group - Characters are lighter, straight lines against curves;
these are the main characteristics of this group. This group reflects the ISO
9541-
1 (5.6.4) group.
( Letroset BAHARNA )
a . m . . .
2.10.0 Machine Character II subclass - Characters in this subclass are invented
for people to read on the machine; commonly refened by digital character.
2.10.1 Digital group
- This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (5.6.2) group.
( Letroset AL HARF AL ASRI )
.!=
,ji=-.




jj.ijj - -^=:S.S Is. -VJ Is I. !




3.0.0 <* \y, I J* ^UJ | ^_^J | (Al Harf Al Fan'i ala Anwa'o), or
Ornaments and their variation class - This class represents the highly decorated
or stylized character shapes that are typically used for display.
3.1.0 Decorated Stem subclass.
3.1.1 Decorated Stem Old Style group - This group reflects the ISO 9541-1
(7.3.2) group.
( Letroset MECCA )
( Letroset DECORATIVE KUFI #2 )
3.1.2 Decorated Stem Modern group - This group reflects the ISO 9541-1
(7.8.1) group.
( Letroset DANIEL CHROME )
3.2.0 Shaded subclass.
3.2.1 Shaded Old Style group
- This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (7-4-2) group.
( Letroset DECORATIVE KUFI #1 )
{45}
3.2.2 Shaded Modern group - This group reflects the ISO 9541-1 (7.4-1) group.
( Letroset MARCO POLO )
i^bc-^
3.3.0 Initials subclass.
3.3.1 Modern with decorated background group - This group reflects a new ISO
9541-1 (7.7.3) group.
( Letroset PHOENICIA )
(46}
The name of the vendor will be provided later.
{47}
Chapter VI
The Modified ISO 9541 Grouping System
In this chapter, The Proposed Arabic Grouping System was cross-mapped with
The ISO 9541- One Arabic sample from each group was placed in its equivalent
group in The ISO 9541- When a matching group in The ISO 9541 was not
found, a new one was created. The end result was a modified ISO 9541 Grouping




This annex forms part of the standard
This annex defines a typeface design grouping scheme, consisting of a three-level hierarchical structure. Typefaces which are similar
in appearance or have characteristics that would allow them to be reasonably substituted for each other, are grouped together.
Some font designs could be associated with more than one design group, but it is the responsibility of the font designer or font re
source generator to choose the group which provides the best appearance for substitution.
The highest ( most general ) level of the hierarchy is the ISO Class, the second level of the hierarchy is the ISO subclass, and the
third ( most specific ) level of the hierarchy is the ISO Specific Group. A typeface that is representative of each specific group is
shown and named.
NOTEThroughout this grouping scheme, the term
"serif"
refers to the traditional concept of the serifs of Roman typefaces as well
as to any style of non-plain stroke-ending used in a non-Westren typeface.
1.0.0 Uncials ClaSS - Typefaces in this general category use as a source of their design, writing hands of
Europe, used during the 6th to the 9th Century.
1.1.0 Single alphabet Subclass - These designs are partly characterized by having one alphabet and within that
alphabet design are both upper and lowercase letter shapes.
1.1.1 Sans serif - Without serifs i*2*leIdJ!D simplex 2
^ceqmoRty j




1.2.0 Duplex alphabet Subclass - The designs of this sub-class are characterized primarily by having distinct
and separate upper and lower-case letter shapes.
1.2.1 Sans serif - Without serifs
, LrJ
1.2.2 Serif - With serifs
_ _ l iS'irajE0! d^-PiF**! uncialj .
MORSpabef-
2.0.0 InSCflptiOnalS ClaSS - Latin alphabets of this General class have the characteristics of having been
cut in stone. There are only uppercase letters and they are generally based on the proportions of the classic Roman







Solids Subclass - These designs have solid stems.
Sans serif - without serifs
. JJkS'Pi tIMps 1 .
ABCPEF
Serif - With serifs
i Stemrjei_sisjiNA 2
SAWUNDRICK
Inlines Subclass - These designs have a fine line engraved in the stem.










J Nebiolo AUGUSTEA INLINE j_
GMORTY
Outlines Subclass - The designs of this subclass are characterized by single lines that define the contour or
outline of the letters.
Sans serif - Without serifs
Serif - With serifs
L=J__ _,




BlaCkletterS ClaSS - Typefaces of this general category have designs which show characteristics
resembling those of the writing hands of the German monasteries circa the 12th to the 14th century. Or they are
based on the typestyle designs of the German printers of the late 1400's.
Formal Style Subclass - The designs of this subclass are characterized by their condensed appearance;
large x-height; with little or no curves, giving an angular look to the lower-case. They are based on the formal or
ecclesiastical writing style that was reserved for the Bible.
Sans serif - Without serifs
( ITC HONDA )
ABCOEFG abcdefghijhlm
{50}
3.1.2 Serif - With serifs
J_LjMlon Monol^piOQupi Tf-Jfl. L .
mev, pabefgom
. i JxsW.K^l'i .
&\r>i.tt7









The designs of this specific group have no serifs and have a pattern of hatching or
shading in the stems.
i-J --,
Serif, engraved - The designs of this specific group have serifs and have hatching or shading in the stems.
35wmt
Simplified, with Concave Ends
- Typefaces in this group have concave ends, long ascenders, and short
descenders.
j*jtjt'j*2iiiiiiinii
Simplified, Concave Ends with two Character Twist
- Typefaces in this group have concave
ends, long ascenders, short descenders, and two character twist
. _ L9l??^u5TJl'ML(_ .
J=4 3 )* >LJl
Modified with Concave Ends Typefaces in this group have concave ends, long ascenders, short
descenders and modified lines especially the base line.
j i*l'*Mt_RpYAL KUR \
3.1.8 Simplified With "Fish
Tail"
Ends - Typefaces in this group have "Fish
Tail"
ends, tang ascenders, and
short descenders.










Ends - Typefaces in this group have "Fish
Tail"
ends, long ascenders, short
descenders, and modified lines especially the base line.
(J3mos KUFIJ
JJja
One Character Twist with "Fish
Tail"
Ends - Typefaces in this group have "Fish
Tail"
ends, long





Display Old Style Black - Typefaces in this group have "Fish
Tail"
ends, fat, short ascenders, and short
descenders, in addition to their classic appearance.
{.Letrasel KUFJ.DISPLAYJ
A* A f '
*&ml
Display Modern Style Black - Typefaces in this group have concave ends, and represent a modern
version of (3.1.11).
( Lelrasel ANTARAT )




Round Style Subclass - The designs of this subclass are characterized by their rounded design.
Sans serif - Without serifs





3.2.3 Sans Serif, engraved
- The designs of this specific group have no serifs and have a pattern of hatching or
shading in the stems.
l~i
3.2.4 Serif, engraved - The designs of this specific group have serifs and have hatching or shading in the stems.
L-2
(52}
3.3.0 Hybrid Style Subclass - The designs of this subclass are characterized by their mixture of both Blackletter
Formal style and the Serif style (4.1.1) designs. The historical models for this design are from the late 1400's.
( Subiaco Monastery; Da Spira Brothers.)












The designs of this specific group have no serifs and have a pattern of hatching or
shading in the stems.
,
-1--1
Serif, engraved - The designs of this specific group have serifs and have hatching or shading in the stems.
i-J
Informal Style Subclass - The designs of this subclass are of a cursive styler-They have the appearance of
a rapidly written design.
Sans serif - without serifs
.L-l.






3.4.3 Sans serif, engraved
- The designs of this specific group have no serifs and have a pattern of hatching or
shading in the stems.
( - )
{53}
3.4.4 Serif, engraved - The designs of this specific group have serifs and have hatching or shading in the stems.
i-J
3.4.5 White Math - Characters represent the light Arabic Mathematical symbols.
_ ^Cojpu^r_ahic_AJABIC MATH^.
fdi^OviJt
4.0.0 SGrlfS ClaSS - Typefaces in this general category have designs which have serifs, and are not classed in
the Uncials, Inscriptionals, Blackletters, or Ornamentals.
4.1.0 Oldstyle Subclass - The typeface design in this category show characteristics of the designs originally
created in Europe between the late 15th Century and the 17th Century.
4.1.1 Venetian - The Latin-alphabet typeface designs in this category have a diagonal bar on the lower-case "e";
relatively monotone stem thickness; have a sweeping tail on the uppercase
"R"
and are based on the type styles of
the early Venetian printers circa 1470-1490's.
. _ (_ Ludlow EUSEBUJSJ
j MORTY Spabefgom
4.1.2 Garalde - These typefaces are generally based on the original typeface designs of printers such as Aldus
Manutius and Claude Garamond. General characteristics of the Latin-alphabet typefaces are ascenders taller than





4.1.3 Dutch / English - Latin-alphabet typefaces in this category are characterized in part by a wedge shaped serif
on the lowercase T, spur serit on the capital
"G"
and can have a concave apex on the capital
"A"
, _ L StempelJANSON J
tgmbaAG
4.2.0 Transitional Subclass - Typefaces in this grouping are those that show characteristics in common with the
designs of faces that followed after W. Caslon ( circa 1720) and before G. Bodoni ( circa 1800).
4.2.1 Direct Line - Typefaces in this category are characterized by fine serifs and noticeable contrast. In
Latin-
alphabet typefaces, capital letters are nearly all the same width. These typefaces have characteristics in common
with the early English designs from the early








Modified I - These faces, although based on the same models as above (European designs of the 1700's), are
so significantly different that they cannot fit into the DIRECT LINE category.
_ J ST11XP1S9.HPILJIML J ,
Em todo o des
_(_Cimos_THULyTHJ_
j^uU^^j^l








Modern Subclass - Extreme contrast between the thick and thin portions of the characters. Hairline serifs and
a condensed appearance are some ot the characteristics of this group of typefaces.
Continental - These designs are based on, or exhibit characteristics in common with the typestyles of the







4.3.2 Fat Face - The principal characteristics are in common with those of the typefaces ot English origin based on




. J _Cyrillic Tyjjeslyle ]_
Ifey>ihit
_ A C/OT^u^Mhic_OUSBOUH ^ _
^ ?* isLUi ai J
155)
4.4.0 Contemporary Subclass - This particular group does not have any clear recognizable historical model.






4.4.2 Fine serif - Indicates that the serifs are very small, pointed, with small bracketing.
(_rrc quorum j
[ABCDEabcdefg





Lettering - Type designs that give the impression of, or are based on the lettering styles of American sign
painters ot the early 20th Century.
( UNIVERSITY )
6CDEFcdef5h
Legibility Subclass - Obvious characteristics of Western-alphabet typefaces of this group are large x-height,
short ascenders and descenders.
Rounded ( traditional) - These designs were originally intended to be used for newspapers. In Western-
alphabet typefaces of this group, the letters "c", "e",
"o"
are based on traditional rounded forms.




(_Sha-ken SHINBUN TOKUFUTO MINCHO )
. LL'iis_"J .
jJs_m oUj^t- jl
4.5.2 Super-elliptical ( Square) - The letters "c", "e", and
"o"
ofWestern-alphabet typefaces of this group are
based on the super-elliptical (squared-off ellipse) design.








Square serif Subclass - The serifs in all these designs are relatively heavy and may or may not be
bracketed.
Monotone - The designs of this specific group are characterized by serifs that are the same weight ( thickness)
as the stems, with no fillets or brackets connecting the stems and serifs.
( ATF STYMIE )
MORT Spabefg
Clarendon - The designs of this specific group are characterized by serifs that are the same weight ( thickness)




French Clarendon - The designs of this specific group are characterized by serifs that are thicker than the
stems, and can have brackets between the stems and serits.
(_AJF P. T._BARNUMJ
MOE Spabefgom





4.6.5 Typewriter - Designs that were originally intended for typewriters or those faces designed to appear as though




Dot Matrix - The faces in this group appear to have been produced by a dot matrix output device.
, LrJ__.
Latin Subclass - These designs are characterized by serifs that have angled fillets, giving the appearance of
triangular shaped serifs.










Inline - The stems have an incised line.
. i s,i2.nininj!st?i-y5!-i .
Engraving Subclass - Typefaces that are based upon the designs of the copper-plate engravers.






Straight serif ( fine) - The main characteristics of this group are very small and pointed serifs, with small
fillets. In alphabetic typefaces the letters are all uppercase.
( ATF COPPERPLATE GOTHIC)
____________________ _ _ _ +
MORTY SAW
LHiLiA.ispy2 1
dLwA jUx~/ -l_L- JliLil
Free Form Subclass- Characterized by twining fronds, sinuous curves, etc.
Solid - The typefaces in this group have ornaments and styling derived from, or influenced by the Art Nouveau
movements of the late 1 800's and the early 1 900's, the stems are solid.
i^ei!riA.f^PLD_B2liL!I'i_. _
. 1 ts3lyl$2y-lu32 1 .
o *l
Outline - The typefaces in this group have ornaments and styling derived from, or influenced by the Art
Nouveau movements of the late 1800's and the early 1900's the stems are defined by lines of equal width.




- The primary characteristics of these faces are that they give the appearance of faces
associated with computer printouts and computer display faces.
{58}
4.10.1 OCR - The designs were created originally to be machine readable. However they may now only carry the type
design but not the function
,_L~J_.
4. 1 0.2 Digital - Characters are segmented and composed of straight lines. L~l.







Mincho Subclass - Has thick vertical strokes and thin horizontal strokes. There is a noticeable wedge shape
ending on the right end ot the horizontal strokes.
Old Style - Stems and strokes are composed of smooth outlines. Counters are comparatively small and the
metrics difference between glyphs is larger than that of the New Style.
J _Si!?;,lBn. .HUEI_M2NCHO 1 .
New Style - Stems and strokes edges are sharper than the Old Style Mincho. The counters are large and the







Miscellaneous - Any Mincho design that does not fall into New Style or Old Style.
J_Ryob_i NAU_MBJ _
fil(7){$
SanS Serif ClaSS Typefaces in this general category have designs that do not have serifs, and are
not Scripts or Ornamentals.
Gothic Subclass - The earliest of the Latin-alphabet Sans Serif printing typefaces ( circa 1815).
Grotesque - The Latin-alphabet designs of this specific group are characterized by a two storey lowercase
"a"
and "g"; and may have a spur serif on the uppercase
"G."
_ J JVTF_FJANiaiNpOTHICJ_ _
GMOR Spaesg
(59}
( Monotype GILL SANS )
| For alia nya st i
_(
Greek: Monotype GILL_SANS j_ .
Xprjaipcov
ZHGIKA
5.1.2 Neo-grotesque - The Latin-alphabet designs of this specific group have a two storey lowercase
"a"
and a
one storey lowercase "g"; and may have a spur serif on the uppercase
"G."









^ .. .. I
: j
Typewriter - These are faces that were intended for typewriter composition or those faces designed to appear
as though they were produced on a typewriter.
( LETTER GOTHIC )
GMORTY Spabefgo
Humanist Subclass - Sans serif typefaces based on or inspired by classical Roman proportions.
Classical - Characteristics of these typefaces include stems have subtle stress variation. Western -alphabet













may or may not have the capitals in the









Typewriter - These are faces that were intended for typewriter composition or those faces designed to appear
to be produced on a typewriter.
LrJ
Stress variation Subclass - These typeface designs have a noticeable variation in the stem or stroke
thickness.
Broad Pen - Type designs that exhibit the characteristics of lettering done with a broad edge pen.




5.3.2 Casual - Informal designs, with no real classical proportions.
J JJ 29.419Ac.ALLiG.RA.p.HY. L .
* .*_ _*<? ??_ _ _ sz. _ .
1 Ttpesty)*2 _
ST 5T ^ ^
( ATF AD LIB )
MORT parbesg




5.3.4 Broad Pen, Curved Base Line
- Characters in this group have more curves in the lower side of the
character base line.
r LQ'LRL'J





Broad Pen, Bent Base Line - Characters in this group have long bent base line, which adds more value




L$* J j-- fi*-t
Art Deco Subclass - The display typeface designs of the 1920's




. L.hf"tei "1*^ 5.LJ .
S9HB.S.
ILttrasei.Hadd^
5.4.2 Modified - Lines or patterns have been added to the basic Standard group.
Barnhard Bros_ & Sp_indler_BOUL_MICH )_
CEGMOR
5.4.3 Thin Line - The entire design has one very thin monotone line defining the shapes of the letters.
_ _ [_ ATF BER_NHARD_FASHIO_NJ _
(^ Q_^) opca-rbesgonrtLj
<_Ryobi_PJCO CASUAL )
_ J Lelr!Ls'_A^I' 1 _
5.4.4 Serif. J t^i^'J^tf!i L .
-^ii__Jl













Extra Distorted with some Stress Variation. (J-elrasat ALIMJ_




Geometric Subclass - The design is monotone, and is basically composed of circles and straight lines.
Round, Straight Stem ends - Monotone design, with what may be referred to as "stick
characters."
In some instances the ascenders may be longer than the descenders. The ends of the stems are straight.
L5?iel tyjy5.AJ
ORTY Sparbesgo
. LBurmese T^pes Iyjej




. L I?t5'.jRS5!Xl8_l .
*2!i eVi s?,i
(=i\ <=S| ea\
5.5.2 Round, Rounded Stem ends
- Monotone design, with what may be referred to as "stick characters. "In
some instances the ascenders may be longer than the descenders. In both Western and Japanese type designs the






A A A A g g
CJ.J.J.JJC-ll.1
5.5.3 Super-elliptical - The main characteristic is that in Western alphabet designs, the shape of all traditionally




are based on the super-ellipse (a squared-off ellipse).












_ J Coj^uqraphlc_LAKHDAR i. _
Typewriter - These are faces that were intended for typewriter composition or those faces designed to appear
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5.5.9 Extra Black with Extra Stress Variation.
5.5.10 Black, Round, Pointed Stem Ends.
5.5.11 Extra White, Square.



















Computer Subclass - The primary characteristic of these faces is that they give the appearance of faces
associated with computer printouts and computer display faces.
OCR - The designs were created originally to be machine readable. However they may now only carry the type





5.6.2 Digital - Characters are segmented and composed of straight lines. ( DIGITAL )
nnmozcw ft/' #
iiululi ununui


















Modern OCR - Characters are lighter, straight lines against cuives.
_ Jj-euasej. baharnaj
" "




Free Form Subclass Characterized by twining fronds, sinuous curves, etc.
Solid - The typefaces in this group have ornaments and styling derived from, or influenced by the Art Nouveau
movements; of the late 1800's and the early 1900's.
( Deberny & Pejgnol AURI0L]_ _
ABCD abcdefgh
Outline The typefaces in this group have ornaments and styling derived from, or influenced by the Art
Nouveau movements of the late 1800's and the early 1900's, the stems are defined by lines of equal weight.
L-l
Miscellaneous Subclass - Any typeface that is a Sans Serif and does not fit into any of the previous
categories.
L~l
Scripts ClaSS - These faces are designed to appear as handwriting.
Joined Subclass - The characters are connected.
Formal - Based on a writing style characterized by extreme contrast between the thick and thin parts of the
letters.




6.1.2 Informal Conveying the style of a rapidly written script. The stems have thick and thin
characteristics.






6.1.3 Monotone - All strokes are of equal thickness
i
______________ _____
_ J JFJWUFMANN1 ,




Miscellaneous - Typefaces in this group have the characteristics of the class, but don't fit into any of the
previous categories.
( qawiy )
Unjoined Subclass - The letters, when composed into words have space between the adjacent characters.




6.2.2 Informal - A rapidly drawn letter with contrast. i !fnrXS?l*EpIrl .
yhottKich t\t
2- ' 2. A * a* A IT




6.2.4 Brush - Characterized by the appearance of having been brush drawn.












Cursive - Typefaces of this group are characterized by having the appearance of handwriting, but are unjoined.
J _ fTf-MM?SAY_HiLLL .
i JUo/i"(M (A Sc^e
Calligraphic - Characterized by having been drawn with a broad edge pen, and has a narrow angled
appearance.
_ _ (_ATFJ^C^^ON_qy]LLSCRIPTJ ^
Moriich al Safengo
6.2.7 Ronde - Based on a French manuscript hand and has the appearance of upright handwriting.







Soft Brush Subclass ( Japan) - The characteristics of this style are that the strokes are brush like. The
designs are not written with a pen, and therefore the edges of the stems and strokes are not as sharp.
KaishO - All the stems appear to have been written by a soft brush. The stems thickness may vary and there
may be a different width to height ratio of the glyph shape.
L^l'laiSHIN_SJIJ<ISHO)
lv>^|jt
KyokashO - Simplified version of 6.3.1. Used mainly for childrens books and text books. The width to height
ratio of the glyph shape is the same, and any metric differences between the glyphs are small.
_ J M'!l?*2 shin 472 i'ira^A.si,2 1 _
^l^;fi
GyOSho - Some of the strokes are smoothly connected to show loci of the brush strokes.








Sosho - Most of the strokes are smoothly connected and therefore dotted strokes could not be identified. It is
more simplified than Gyosho ( 6.3.3).
( -)
Miscellaneous - Any designs that do not fit in any of the above specific groups.
( Sha-ken TAN KOIN )
(Jretraset_AL_Harf.Al HorrJ
Kana Subclass ( Japan) The designs are based on the same concept as Mincho. However, they can
only be applied to Kana glyph collections.
Old Style Stems are made up of smooth lines. Counters are comparatively small and the metric differences
between glyphs are larger than that of the New Style ( 6.4.2)
(J(yo^iJimDASHI_KANA_1 )_ _
&t^*5&




6.5.0 Soucho Subclass ( China / Japan ) - Strokes ( horizontal) are inclined slightly upward and to the right.
The thickness of the stems is approximately the same as the stroke width. The sharpness of the edges of the stems
and strokes is the same as if it had been produced by engraving in wood.





OmamGntalS ClaSS Typefaces that were meant for display ( not meant for straight matter
composition [text], e.g., headlines) and can be highly decorated or stylized and cannot fit into any of the other
categories.
Inline Subclass - The stems of the letters have a fine line or lines engraved in the stem. The original faces
were intended for display purposes. The lines that define the glyph shape are of two different weights.
Sans serif - without serifs. _(_KUnSspor_ZEP_PELIN_)_
MOR Spabefg
7.1.2 Serif - With serifs. _(_Stephenson Blake QLp_FACE_qPENJ
{69}
7.2.0 Outline Subclass - The character shape of this design is defined by lines of a single weiight.
7.2.1 Sans serif - Without serifs. ( AIF_GPIHicLc2-uiy.1EJ
J i*'ls2*3JXR5c_w-G:yiEl
7.2.2 Serif - With serifs.
7.3.0
7.3 1
J_ J 2_Line An_t igue 2
...llllllf...
Decorative Subclass - The general characteristics of these faces are that they have patterns such as floral
or leaf, or the stems are composed of or made up with natural elements such as twigs, or animals, etc.
Sans Serif - Without serifs. RUSTIC )
ACESiowrv
7.3.2 Serif - With serifs.
7.4.0
7.4.1
( Stempel SAPHIRE )
(.Lstraset,Decorative_Kulj_#_2J _
Three-dimensional Subclass - These type designs have a three dimensional appearance created by
means of shading and geometrical effects.
Sans serif - Without serifs. ( Ludlow UMBRA )
ACEGMORT
7.4.2 Serif - With serifs.
( Sha-ken NAR SHADOW )
mwmo












Tuscan Subclass - It is a characteristic of this design to have a double curved serif and it may or may not be
patterned.
Serif - With serifs. ( Nebiolo FONTANESI )
Stencil Subclass - Its appearance is as though it was produced by a stencil.
Sans serif - Without serifs. ( folio stencil )
BCDIEFGHIJKI.AAN
i J-.a-.kn_N.AM!NJ
7.6.2 Serif - With serifs. J J-ndJ.0*JI^S'LL .
ACEGMOKTY
. _ Ly^'J^i i5.'!Pw_FLST?.NS;iLJ _
HIATUS <D
7.7.0 Reversed Subclass - The designs are characterized by having a white image on a black background.
7.7.1 Sans serif - Without serifs. l^otsjyps 2|y--CAM.qj
GILLICAMEO
7.7.2 Serif - With serifs. .L---J.
7.7.3 Modern with decorated background.
( Letraset PHOENICIA )
{71}
7.8.0 Engraved Subclass - The stems of the letters have a hatching or shading.




. L kei'is1_DAN.lE.L_9il5(2.M.EJ .
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7.8.2 Serif - With serifs. j iNVn;ATTON_SHADE0 _.
lABCDcibcde
7.9.0 Miscellaneous Subclass - All designs which cannot be placed in one of the previous ORNAMENTAL
groupings are put here; it is a catch-all group.
7.9.1 Sans serif - without serifs.
7.9.2 Serif - With serifs.
8.0.0 Symbols and Ornaments Class
. _ i SHAJTERJ
ABODE abcdef
. i I .
km
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Decorative Kufi #1, Letraset







HarfAl Asri; Al, Letraset

































































Traditional Arabic Script, Comugraphic
Yakoub
Yakoub, Cimos
Zaitun
Zarafa
Ziba, Letraset
{82}
